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QUESTION 1

Anadministrator has been asked to create a new field called region code on the opportunity object. this field should only
be visible to users with the outside sales, Manager and system Administrator profiles and editable by users with the
system administrator and manager profiles. 

How should the administrator ensure this field is accessible to only these users? 

A. Edit the field-level security on the region code field for these three profiles. 

B. Edit the role hierarchy and move the outside sales and managerroles lower in the hierarchy. 

C. Create a new page layout for the opportunity object for these three profiles. 

D. Create a new record type and page layout for the opportunity object for these three profiles. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What privileges can be given to a delegated administrator? Choose three answers. 

A. Modify the role hierarchy. 

B. Create and edit users. 

C. Assign users to specified profiles. 

D. Modify profile permissions. 

E. Manage custom objects. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

How can the administrator ensure article managers use specified values for custom article fields? 

A. Create a validation rule on the article. 

B. Require a field on the page layout. 

C. Use field dependencies on article types. 

D. Create different article type for different requirements. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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SFB Industries would like to create a custom objects to link Contacts to multiple Accounts. What type of
object/relationship should be created? 

A. Custom Object with two Master--detail relationship fields to Contact and Account 

B. Custom Object with Lookup relationship fields to Contact and Account 

C. Custom Object with Lookup field to Accounts 

D. Custom Object with Master--Detail relationship field to Accounts 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Some users across the business in various departments need the ability to export reports. Which feature will best grant
access to these users? 

A. Create a new profile with the Export Reports permission 

B. Create a permission set with the Export Reports permission and assign it to the relevant users 

C. Use Delegated Administration and assign it to the relevant users 

D. Enable the Export Reports permission on their existing profiles 

Correct Answer: B 
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